Haplotype and AGG-interspersion analysis of FMR1 (CGG)(n) alleles in the Danish population: implications for multiple mutational pathways towards fragile X alleles.
The AGG interspersion pattern and flanking microsatellite markers and their association with instability of the FMR1 (CGG)(n) repeat, involved in the fragile X syndrome, were analyzed in DNA from filter-paper blood spots randomly collected from the Danish newborn population. Comparison of DXS548-FRAXAC1 haplotype frequencies in the normal population and among fragile X patients suggested strong linkage disequilibrium between normal alleles and haplotype 7-3 and between fragile X alleles and haplotype 2-1 and 6-4. Comparison of the AGG interspersion pattern in 143 alleles, ranging in size from 34-62 CGG, and their associated haplotypes indicates the existence of at least three mutational pathways from normal alleles toward fragile X alleles in the Danish population. Two subgroups of normal alleles, with internal sequences of (CGG)(10)AGG(CGG)(19) and (CGG)(9)AGG(CGG)(12) AGG(CGG)(9), possibly predisposed for expansion, were identified in the data set. When alleles larger than 34 CGG were investigated, comparing the length of 3' uninterrupted CGG triplets (uCGG), we found that alleles associated with haplotype 2-1 and 6-4 contain significantly longer stretches of uCGG than alleles associated with haplotype 7-3. Thus, the data support that (CGG)(n) instability is correlated to the length of uCGG.